Legal Officer – DVU
The Role
The successful applicant in this role will be:


accountable to the LSC’s Manager, Access Services for providing legal information, advice,
advocacy and representation for women who have been subjected to or who are experiencing
domestic violence;



required to establish and maintain relationships with agencies and service providers
responding to women in the northern Adelaide region, particularly in the City of Playford, who
are effected by domestic violence. Duties will include travel to clinics, health units or domestic
violence support services where women may have presented as a result of domestic violence,
and



expected to assist in the delivery of specialist domestic violence training for local medical and
allied health professionals under a Health Justice partnership promoted by the Commonwealth
Government under its Women’s Safety Package.

Salary Range
$80,004 - $86,037 p.a (LSC-2)

What You Need For Success
The ideal candidate will be able to demonstrate the following:


Admitted as a practitioner of the Supreme Court of South Australia with a current unrestricted
practising certificate.



Entry on the High Court Register of Practitioners (or eligibility for entry)



Appointed to the LSC’s General Panel of Practitioners, or eligible for appointment.



A minimum of two years’ post admission legal experience in a recognised legal practice, a
government legal agency, or a community legal centre (or combination of workplace legal
practise experience) acting for clients in Family Law related matters particularly, and civil law
and litigation generally.

Next Steps
To apply for this role please detail your relevant experience via a cover letter (no more than two
pages) and supporting résumé. All applications are to be submitted to HR@lsc.sa.gov.au by
5.00pm on Monday, 17 June 2019.
 Please refer to the Position Description for further details. Should you require any further
information please direct your query to Catherine Coleiro on (08) 8111 5321.

